Introduction

In the fight against terrorism technology is a powerful tool. However, as the European Group of Personalities in the field of Security stated “technology itself cannot guarantee security, but security without the support of technology is impossible” (European Communities, 2004, p.12). This quote illustrates how on the one hand information and communications technology (ICT), biotechnology, neuroscience and nanotechnology contribute to the development of important counter-terrorist strategies and on the other hand that we should be realistic about their impact. There are no easy, quick solutions to deal with the threat of terrorism. Osama bin Laden, for instance, was found on the basis of human intelligence. Only after his possible location in Abbotabad in Pakistan was traced, did technology including satellite surveillance, Forward Looking Infrared Devices (FLIR) and biometric Secure Electronic Enrolment Kits (SEEKs) play a role in detecting activity in the compound and in identifying the Al Qaeda leader (English, 2011).

Increasing technological developments as well as contemporary security concerns such as international terrorism seem to justify the use of innovative tools. After all, terrorists draw on modern technology, especially the internet (Fenwick, 2011; European Council 2009). Cyber attacks on critical infrastructure such as energy or communication networks, state computer-networks etc., lead to new complex national security threats. Thus, by using technological security tools the state is simply adjusting to contemporary societal developments. However, what distinguishes the state from others such as private entities is their monopoly on the use of force and its protection of the rule of law. Additionally, security technologies are a potential powerful means of social control by the state and there areforeseen and...
unforeseen social consequences to their use (Bruggeman, 2011). If there are, for instance, no proper checks and balances in relation to new technological counter-terrorism tools, there is a risk that, to quote Mathiesen (1997), a process of ‘panoptic’ surveillance develops, where the few – in this case the state – continuously keep under observation the many – the people – (Cohen, 1995; Foucault, 1979). This facilitates the creation of a so-called ‘surveillance society’ , where the collection of personal data affects everybody, potential terrorists as well as ordinary people who run the risk of being – preventively – labelled a threat to national security or public order.

Hence, one can question whether the increased use of technological counter-terrorism measures necessitates a reconsideration of state accountability? Do new technologies, for instance, lower the threshold for the state to socially control society? And could they affect compliance with the rule of law? In this discussion paper, the concept of accountability will be discussed. Subsequently, several technological counter-terrorism measures are outlined, followed by a discussion on the effect these new tools might have on state accountability. The concluding section will reflect upon the question whether or not the use of new technologies in the fight against terrorism should lead to reassessing governmental accountability.

The Concept of Accountability

New technological developments have increased the range of counter-terrorism tools at the disposal of policymakers and security and intelligence officials. Despite the acknowledgement of the importance of the rule of law and human rights by many counter-terrorism laws, policies and programmes that structure and regulate the use of these new technologies, public debate continues to focus on concepts that tend to show a certain cross-cutting relationship: How can terrorism be countered effectively whilst ensuring accountability (UN Human Rights Council, 2009; Neyroud and Disley, 2008, Liberty, 2007)? Thus, with the emergence of new counter-terrorism technologies, a common concern has developed with respect to state accountability.

The concept of accountability entails two distinct features. On one hand, there is a strong normative aspect, which is intertwined with notions of justice, responsibility, integrity, fairness and democracy (Blind, 2011). At the same time, the definition of accountability is concrete and ‘value free’ while it focuses on the ‘obligations to evidence management or performance imposed by law, agreement or regulation’ (Kohler, 1975, p.6). Accountability can therefore be described both in terms of a virtue and as a mechanism through which a certain actor, in this case, a state, can be held to account by a forum or civil society group (Pollitt, 2003, p.3). Blind classifies this distinction in terms of ‘accountability as the philosophy of government’ and accountability as the ‘means’ of government (Blind, 2011, p.4).

In this discussion paper, Ackermans’s definition (2005, p.6) of government accountability is used, which views the concept as a process where representatives of the state (public officials) inform society about their plans and actions and justify them simultaneously, while their actual behaviour and results are subject to sanctions accordingly. This form of accountability is characterised by its focus on the rule of law and good governance as well as the inclusion of civil society and ordinary people (Blind, 2011; Ackerman, 2005, p.16). Thus, in addition to political accountability, for example, through elections, and legal accountability, through judicial rulings, it is enforced, by advocacy campaigns, investigative journalism or audit commissions, among others.
Technological Counter-Terrorism Measures

The actual deployment of new technological counter-terrorism measures is often initiated by politicians who, due to real or perceived threats, are pressured by a large part of society to ‘do something’ about terrorism (Graaf, 2011, Cole 2004). In particular, security and intelligence agencies increasingly use surveillance technologies to gather (soft) intelligence about individuals and groups. This, however, does not happen in a vacuum, technological trends affect society at large. Many new technologies such as the internet and Global Positioning System (GPS) have dual purposes (GOP, 2004). They may have been designed for the military, but also support the fight against terrorism as well as commercial activities. Moreover, they serve both the general public and are at the same time used by terrorist organisations.

Without providing an exhaustive list of technological counter-terrorism measures, a few ‘new’ technologies are introduced in this section. They include biometrics, visual surveillance and the tracing of personal data. These three examples have been selected because of the increased interest authorities express in digital personal data, the visibility of the particular measure and/or people’s own experiences with it. They are therefore assumed to influence public debate about new technologies in relation to the fight against terrorism. Henceforth, these examples will serve as a basis for the discussion about state accountability.

Biometrics

Biometric devices and databases are used to collect and store large amounts of data on individuals’ physical characteristics. The personal information recorded and stored can include digital images of faces, fingerprints, palm patterns, iris scans, DNA, vehicle registration, insurance information, criminal records and possibly even speech patterns, scars, and the distinct way in which people walk. Coupled with ‘smart’ surveillance or recognition technology such as Closed Circuit Television [CCTV] systems capable of matching information in the database against real-time images, biometric databases greatly increase governments’ ability to monitor their citizens (Bowcott, 2008; Taslitz, 2002).

One of the concerns in relation to the use of biometric databases is that they are contributing to a trend in state surveillance whereby people are kept under constant observation without any prior indications of involvement in criminal activities or disorderly behaviour. Furthermore, people are usually not aware of being observed or which authority is responsible for the surveillance. Additionally, the frequent storage of inaccurate personal data and the often limited possibilities of correcting such information makes it problematic to hold the state accountable (Council of Europe, 2007). As biometric data does have error margins, for example in relation to fingerprints, this is a cause for concern: Innocent individuals could be incorrectly ‘flagged’ as potential terror suspects (false-positive results) and subjected to further, unwarranted, investigation (Böhre, 2010).

There are several specific concerns in relation to the use of biometrics by security and intelligence agencies. The use of biometrics, for instance, poses a threat to right to privacy. The question is to what extent the increased ability to detect and arrest suspects outweighs this significant drawback. Other human rights concerns relate to the right to a fair trial, the right to personal data protection as well as the lack of proper oversight. For instance, citizens or foreign nationals could be inaccurately judged as suspects for a long period of time and thereby the presumption of innocence is under pressure. Also there is a risk that such databases could be the targets of cyber criminals, which may result in the abuse of sensitive personal information such as iris scans. Last but not least, the international linking of
national biometric databases poses questions about transparency (what is being shared?), personal data protection and accuracy (data losses or fraud), and privacy (why should a foreign government have access to large amounts of sensitive information about foreign nationals?).

Visual Surveillance

Visual surveillance has become an important measure to counter terrorism (Fenwick, 2011; Eijkman & Weggemans, 2011). Surveillance technology, for instance, is used for gathering (soft) intelligence about individuals and groups. The core of the surveillance camera system is formed by a process in which video cameras collect images, which in turn are transferred to a monitor from which they can be watched and recorded. Subsequently, the possessor of the system can decide to review and store the recorded images. Nowadays technical trends such as biometric and recognition technologies are emerging, which in addition to visual surveillance have data integration capabilities including data mining and profiling techniques. For instance, Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) systems are able to distil license plate information from camera images, processing these images either on the spot (i.e. in a police car) or by sending it to a large-scale computer facility. Once the license information has been extracted from the image, it is compared with various databases to verify whether or not the vehicle or its owner is sought by the authorities.

Initially, visual surveillance was predominantly used by retailers. However, technological developments have led to the present day visual surveillance systems that are also used for countering terrorism; systems that are diverse and are accounted for differently. For example, Homburg and Schreijenberg (2010, pp.10) conclude that most Dutch municipalities record CCTV images (86 percent), but significant differences exist in the time span they are actually recording. Similarly, the way in which the images are recorded and viewed turned out to vary, as well as the storage and sharing (e.g. with intelligence services) of the captured material. Furthermore, the installation of surveillance cameras is usually a joint public-private affair. Public space surveillance measures are often financed by several parties, the state as well as private entities, but sometimes also by counter-terrorism funds. Lastly, the people in the control room differ depending on their employer (police, private enterprises or local government). Hence, even without directly focusing on the underlying legal matters, visual surveillance as part of a wider terrorism prevention strategy clearly is a complicated matter.

Although there is nothing inherently unlawful about the use of visual surveillance by the state, it can affect human rights (Council of Europe’s Venice Commission, 2007; Justice, 2007). This may include infringements to the right to privacy, data protection, the freedom of movement and the freedom of association. Additionally, it may disturb some of the presumptions that underpin the relationship between the individual and the state. Choudhury, Tufyal and Fenwick (2011) evaluated the effects of surveillance cameras, funded by counter-terrorism funds, on Muslim majority communities in Birmingham and concluded that the deployment of surveillance measures can have a serious impact on the relationship between (local) authorities such as the police and (minority) communities. The use of surveillance cameras can lead members of the population to doubt the legitimacy of the visual surveillance measures which eventually could result in ‘significant community anger and loss of trust’ (Choudhury, Tufyal & Fenwick, 2011, p.36). Hence, visual surveillance and recognition technology may indeed be important tools to counter terrorism, but (un)foreseen consequences could affect political and public debate about their use.
Tracking of personal data

In order to fight terrorism, personal information, such as biometric data or camera images, is not only collected and retained, but increasingly also processed, disseminated and shared between governmental agencies and sometimes third states. Public authorities become so-called information-Governments (i-Governments) that employ data collection, retention, mining and cross-sharing techniques to minimise all major and minor risks to society (Prins, 2011). The European Union’s and its Member States’ counter-terrorism policies, for example, rely partly on the tracking of personal data such as the Passenger Name Record (PNR) system (European Parliament 2011, European Council 2009). Furthermore, states use information technology to analyse personal data about individuals and groups who potentially could pose a threat to national security. This development is sometimes referred to as investing in the dream of ‘targeted governance’ (Valerda & Mopas 2004); promising to deploy systems that are tailored to predict and pre-empt terrorist acts and concentrate intelligence on a few targets. Such targeted technologies to fight terrorism include the terrorist finance tracking systems (e.g. Terrorist Finance Tracking Programme [TFTP] and the US Foreign Assets Control [OFAC]), and foreign nationals’ databases and surveillance programmes (e.g. the EU Schengen Information System [SIS] and the USA Foreign Intelligence Services Act [FISAA]).

While governments frequently claim that an expansion of the powers to analyse personal information is necessary if police forces and security services are to maintain their capabilities vis-à-vis the fast pace of developments in ICT, a number of human rights concerns should be addressed. As is clear from the following example, information analysis by public authorities is vulnerable to unnecessary requests and poor enforcement of safeguards. For example, the Dutch Data Protection Authority concluded that the National Criminal Investigation Services violated accountability standards for access personal data, which by order of special Acts is looked after by a Central Information Point for Telecommunications Investigation (Data Protection Authority, 2011).

Furthermore, to illustrate in the United States of America (USA) there is a noticeable trend whereby police and security services’ powers of electronic surveillance have been incrementally expanded since the late 1980s. The 2001 Patriot Act exemplifies how ‘national security’ is often touted as the reason why increased surveillance authority is required, even if it compromises citizens’ private lives. Furthermore, several American counter-terrorism data mining programmes are covert and lack transparency: People are unaware that their personal information is given by third parties to the state, oversight is lacking and the possibility to correct errors is limited (Solove 2008/2004). While the main concern in relation to the tracking of personal data is a profound intrusion into persons’ privacy, there are also concerns about data protection, non-discrimination and lack of oversight, transparency and accountability (EPDS, 2011; Bloss, 2009; Allen, 2008; Clayton, 2006).

Reconsidering state accountability

Although it is logical that in the fight against terrorism public authorities draw on new technologies, their increased usage of these tools raises questions about their social repercussions. These concerns are partly addressed by focussing on the checks and balances, which implies that the state is held accountable for its laws, regulations, policies and actions and public officials are sanctioned accordingly. This also applies to the state’s responsibility to supervise private entities. But what are the challenges of the process of governmental accountability in relation to technological security measures? If counter-terrorism technologies have enabled states to become powerful to the extent that one risks the creation
of panoptic surveillance, this development should have affected discourse on the accountability of the state.

On the international level, the former United Nations Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terror, Martin Scheinin, has highlighted the erosion of the rights to privacy and data protection as well as function creep in relation to the fight against terrorism. According to Scheinin (UN Human Rights Council, 2009, pp.14 and 22-27) the increased use of surveillance powers in places and on large groups of people leads to weaker systems of authorisation and oversight and technologies lack adequate legal safeguards. In relation to this call for more governmental accountability, the Special Rapporteur stressed the need for states to communicate in depth how the principles of necessity and proportionality are upheld in their surveillance policies and emphasised that independent and effective oversight for information based-technologies and more research about privacy enhancing technologies is required (UN Human Rights Council, 2009, pp.14, 33-34). Hence, in order to improve a state’s accountability for technological counter-terrorism measures, the need for improved information about their impact, for strengthening oversight and research into technological solutions (privacy enhancing technologies), is crucial.

States with a long history in countering terrorism, like the United Kingdom, have gradually developed legal frameworks of accountability. Unfortunately, the rapid development and deployment of new technologies in this field in combination with its rigid character have led to parts of this framework becoming outdated or incomplete. Other countries with less experience with the use of (modern) technologies in fighting terrorism have usually developed modest systems of state accountability. In the UK, civil society organisations such as Liberty highlighted the increased usage of new technologies while ‘data protection laws have become outdated and fail to keep pace with the reality of modern data processing’ (Kitchin, 2007, p.1). This lack of accountability and transparency is also endorsed by human rights organisation Justice, which has argued that despite the growth of new technology use in countering terrorism, there is no single legal framework governing it. Where some parts are governed by the Data Protection Act, the regulation of placement and usage of surveillance cameras has remained, from a legal perspective, underexposed, e.g. with respect to personal data protection (Justice, 2007). The UK Home Office responded to criticism by planning to install two new commissioners and a code of practice for the use of open space surveillance cameras and biometrics by public authorities (House of Commons, 2011).

Furthermore, ‘panoptic’ surveillance by the state is simultaneously counter-balanced by the process of ‘synopticism’, as put forward by Mathiesen (1997, pp.218-219), where in the so-called ‘viewer society’ the many observe the few. New technologies including social media enable the public at large to become citizen journalists and subsequently to play a role in challenging institutional versions of events that have taken place (McLaughlin & Greer, 2010; Cottle, 2008). From this perspective, some kind of informal external accountability is established. Therefore civil society advocates should also focus on external accountability such as social media and advocacy reports, which in addition to existing internal accountability structures, function preventatively, randomly and transparently.

Henceforth as the discussion about governmental accountability in relation to technological counter-terrorism measures progresses, one can raise the question whether state accountability should be reconsidered. On one hand, when governmental accountability is emphasised, there are more opportunities for increased human rights protection and subsequently public legitimacy of, for example, the police and their use of ‘new’ technologies (Neyroud & Disley, 2008). On the other hand, in the
context of national security it might be unrealistic to expect politicians, public officials and security officials to be completely transparent about security concerns to society. The exceptionality of the terrorist threat argument will often justify covert extraordinary measures (Zedner, 2007).

Nonetheless, counter-terrorism technologies such as smart surveillance cameras, biometric devices or the tracking of personal data that affect society at large should be justified not only on the basis of the human rights criteria of necessity, proportionality and effectiveness, but also in terms of their (long-term) public legitimacy. Are the new measures in accordance with the rule of law and popularly accepted? This should be assessed periodically and contextually; the impact of smart cameras on the right to privacy differs from that of DNA databases (Solove, 2010). Additionally, impact assessment, privacy by design, the transparency in the data flows and public awareness about how security technologies function should be improved (Wright & de Hert, 2012; EDPS, 2011; Graaf & Eijkman, 2011). This is necessary, as the political and public debate about the effect of security technologies on the diminishing of terrorist threats should be well-informed. The state then has a responsibility to communicate to and educate its citizens objectively about the content of security technology and its impact. Finally, if government agencies engage in data collection, retention, mining and cross-sharing, it must be transparent and clear to the institutions and public officials involved which agency is responsible for the information and that the outcome is subject to review, and if necessary sanctioned (EPDS, 2011).

Conclusion

With the emergence of technologies to counter terrorism, concerns have arisen in relation to states accountability. New technologies have enlarged the range of available possibilities for the state to protect national security. Many people are, however, unaware of the social (side-)effects of technological counter-terrorism measures. These concerns are partly addressed by focusing on the checks and balances, which implies that public authorities are held accountable for their laws, regulations, policies and actions and are sanctioned accordingly. This also applies to a state’s responsibility to supervise private entities.

Overall the ‘new’ technologies that were discussed here are considered to be useful tools in the fight against terrorism. However, at the same time biometrics, visual surveillance and data analysis may lead to uncontrolled surveillance and affect fundamental rights. Their use by state officials can affect human rights compliance significantly – both in depth and breadth. This risk could be counter-balanced by reconsidering how to enforce state accountability. For instance, more transparency about data flows and impact assessments could raise public awareness about security technologies. Without proper checks and balances for the use of technological counter-terrorism measures, there is a risk that ‘panoptic’ surveillance, where the few – the state – view the many – the public – becomes pervasive.
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